The success of the Best of PGT
The educational and dynamic Best of Postgraduate Teaching from UEG Week event has
been widely successful, and it is truly due to the participants. We are fully aware that this
year has been full of unexpected occurrences and we appreciate those who joined live and
were willing to dive head-first into the new, exciting offers of virtual learning and
collaboration.
With nearly 2,650 Best of PGT registrants from 98 countries, we are proud to say that the
event was both well-attended and diverse, with individuals from across the planet, all united
with the same goal of keeping on track with their training!

Your recordings, your ticket to top science
It is never too late to take advantage of all the cutting-edge science discussed and
presented at this year's UEG Week Virtual and Best of PGT from UEG Week. While the live
event days may have ended, you can still profit from our virtual congress platform for
another month! All that it takes is your registration.
Replay and rewatch all recorded scientific sessions from both the Best of PGT and UEG
Week Virtual on-demand until the end of the year. You can find every scientific recording
from both live events within our easily accessible, Missed a Session area in our platform’s
World of Science.

Our Industry On-Demand area, within the platform's Industry Symposia area also offers 12
quality recorded sessions with some of the top names in digestive health. The virtual
Industry Exhibition, which provides key updates on top therapies, as well as new diagnostic
and product developments from leading companies remains open to delegates until the end
of the year.
Want a month of unlimited access to our platform, everything above and so much more?
The time is right.

Register now

Watch our Best of PGT Opening

You spoke, we listened
As you know, we believe that every voice matters and are always happy to receive your
feedback. We work hard to uphold a certain standard of quality, and are honoured that you
feel we have continued to maintain it in a virtual setting. Here’s what some of those
involved this year had to say about our Best of PGT live event.
"It was an excellent and interactive discussion that I personally enjoyed. Thank you, Joost
Joost PH Drenth for the tips and the priceless advices. Thanks UEG for this opportunity and
supporting young GIs"
Omar Elshaarawy, expert in Live Chat, "Young GI Mentoring: How to get published"
"'Focus on the Employer’s Needs, Not Yours.' when you apply for a vacancy in
gastroenterology. From how to write a CV session"

Radislav Nakov, participant
"Super PGT course! Very useful information about IBD and Diverticulitis!"
Anna Kagramanova, participant

We remain united and fit for the future
There is so much great content on the horizon for what remains of this year as well as
2021, and we are already looking forward to welcoming you back at another UEG event
soon.
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